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Abstract
The role of money in society has been a controversial topic in economic theory over
many years. Particular attention has been devoted to the analysis whether there should be
competition in the supply of money, or whether this is best left to a governmental agency.
This paper reviews the theoretical literature on these issues. It also gives an overview
over some episodes of free banking where banks could issue currency themselves.
Finally, we highlight several aspects in which today we have competition between issuers
of money, namely in the international context, with electronic money, and in large value
payments systems.
Keywords: money, private money, free banking, electronic money, payment systems
JEL Codes: E40, E41, N10
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Non-technical summary

This paper reviews recent literature on the provision of public and private money. First,
the paper sets the stage by recapitulating past views on the topic. Within this context, the
desirability of having single or multiple issuers of currency as well as the role of the
central bank in the provision of money are addressed. Since Hayek’s radical proposal to
eliminate the public provision of money, several other authors have supported the idea of
having competition between issuers of money. However, more recently doubts have been
raised to the desirability of free competition. One argument states that money is a typical
good featuring network externalities. Because these lead to multiple equilibria, this
suggests a role for the central bank in co-ordination. Also, the provision of money may be
a natural monopoly industry. If this is the case, and the market is not contestable, public
regulation might be called for.
However this strand of literature takes as granted that private money is accepted in trade
activities. But the most recent literature argues that certain frictions are necessary for
publicly or privately issued money to have a role in the economy. Several papers analyse
the effects of these frictions – namely limited enforcement and imperfect information –
on the acceptability of private money, from a theoretical perspective. It is found that these
frictions limit

the use of private monies, since in the absence of enforcement or

information, the building blocks of acceptability that are reputation and trust cannot be
maintained. It is therefore argued that this could point to an advantage for the use of
public money.
The theoretical arguments we review are highly abstract, and need to be confronted with
the facts. Hence, in the third part of the paper, we consider some historical evidence on
private money provision and review several episodes of free banking in Scotland, New
England (‘Suffolk Banking System’), and New York (‘New York Clearinghouse
Association’). All three systems were able to achieve an environment with stable
currencies for some time. One important factor was the efficiency of note-clearing
systems that were established. Others were internal control mechanisms such as the
option clause (Scotland), or monitoring of clearinghouse members through the
clearinghouse (Suffolk). However, some doubts have been raised to the overall efficiency
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of these systems. These include the suspicion that the clearinghouses may have enjoyed
monopoly rents, or the high costs of information processing in the presence of many
competing currencies. Moreover, the large number of bank failures during the free
banking periods led to a high degree of instability of the systems.
Finally, the fourth part of the paper analyses several aspects in which we still have
competition between monies. These include international currency competition, newer
payment technologies such as electronic money, and large value payment systems in
which some settlements take place in the books of private service providers.

6
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1

Introduction

In most areas of economic activity, competition is seen as the best mechanism to achieve
an eﬃcient allocation of goods. Money, on the other hand, seems to be one of the lasting
exceptions. Few economists have questioned the legitimacy of a government monopoly in the
provision of money as long as price stability was maintained. However, recurrent episodes of
inﬂation have also fuelled debates on the ability of governments to commit to price stability.
The desirability of competition in the provision of money remains an open issue.
Recently, this question has received renewed attention. Due to technological developments,
the structure of the payments industry is rapidly changing. On the one hand, new payment
devices such as electronic money are starting to spread and might become an important
substitute to banknotes and coins. On the other hand, in large value payment and settlement
systems market participants are developing private solutions to reduce costs and to cope with
the increasing demand for payment services. At the same time, public regulators are concerned
about the stability implications of these developments. One issue is the safety of the emerging
payment methods, especially regarding systemic risk in large value payments. Another issue
is the question to what extent the new payment technologies, which can constitute a sort
of private money, will lead to a reduced demand for central bank money in the future, and
whether this, in the extreme, might make central banking, as we know it today, obsolete.
This survey will review the literature on the debate on public and private money. Section
2 brieﬂy covers some well-known arguments. Section 3 is devoted to theoretical arguments
on the desirability and the possibility of having competition in the supply of money. To give
support or disavow theoretical ﬁndings, we review in Section 4 some historical experiences
of free banking in the 19th century (in Scotland, New England, and New York). Section 5
discusses implications for the present environment, and section 6 concludes.

2

Public versus Private Money: A Recapitulation

The central banks’ control over the supply of money has for many economists undisputable
merits. Still, ever since central banks were created, some have questioned the central bank’s
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monopoly position in the issuance of money. In this section, we quickly review well-known
arguments in favor and against some degree of competition between public and private money.

2.1

Competition and price stability: Early arguments

Much of the earlier debate on the public monopoly in the provision of money centered around
the question whether private competition would lead to price stability, or, on the contrary, to
hyperinﬂation.
Surely, the wish to maintain a stable ﬁnancial environment was one aim of the establishment of central banks with a monopoly in note issuance. However, this was not the
only reason. Already Bagehot (1873) argued that the Bank of England’s special status was
imposed by the government mainly to create an eﬀective way of ﬁnancing government expenditure. In a historical review of the origins of central banking, Smith (1936) comes to
the same conclusion also for other central banks across Europe and America.1 Indeed, later
critics of the central bank’s monopoly claim that governments are abusing their monopoly
position by over-issuing money with the aim of maximizing their seignorage income. This has
led to repeated periods of high inﬂation.
In his “Denationalization of Money”, Hayek (1976) claims that “history is largely a
history of inﬂation ... usually engineered by governments” (p. 34). He argues that the
government monopoly created a situation in which there was no discipline for the monetary
authorities to maintain a stable value of their currencies.2 He, and also Klein (1974) in a
concurrent paper, proposed to solve this incentive problem by allowing competition for the
provision of outside money. With several competing currencies circulating, the public would
quickly replace any unstable currencies. Knowing this, monetary authorities would refrain
from the over-issuance of notes.
Hayek, perhaps the strongest advocate of free currency competition, goes beyond the
proposals made by other economists by demanding the abolishment of any special status of
central bank money. The period of currency competition immediately following this step
would be marked by the co-existence of several currencies. The public would over time
1
2

8

See Goodhart (1988, p 304f) for a review of the evolution of central banking in several other countries.
For a summary of Hayek’s argument we refer the reader to Issing (1999).
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learn which monies are stable, and choose to accept only those with a good reputation of
no-overissue (or accept worse ones only at a discount). Thus, he envisaged a world where
exchange rates between currencies would adjust to reﬂect the underlying risks. He predicted
that after the initial learning phase, only good monies would be kept by the public, while
other currencies would be driven out of circulation under ﬂexible exchange rates. As a result,
a concentrated market would emerge where only stable currencies circulate.
A radically diﬀerent prediction was made by Friedman (1960), who argued that free
currency competition would lead to an inﬁnite price level and advocated a 100% reserve
requirement in order to limit excessive volatility. Klein (1974) notes that in contrast to
the other views, Friedman implicitly assumes that banks would issue indistinguishable bank
notes. Exchange rates between the diﬀerent currencies would by nature remain constant, and
Gresham’s Law would apply in that “bad money drives out good money”. Klein, on the other
hand, models competition between currency issuers when notes are distinguishable according
to the issuer. An inﬂationary bank could only keep its notes in circulation if it paid higher
interest rates on its liabilities, so that consumers are “indiﬀerent between monies of varying
anticipated rates of price change and interest yield” as long as they imply the same “rental
price of monetary services” (p. 427). He shows the existence of an equilibrium with ﬁnite
prices.

2.2

Limits to competition

The proposals for the abandonment of the central bank’s monopoly on the issuance of money
have triggered a wide debate among economists. Still, the proposals have been criticized on
several grounds. These include the presence of network externalities and the fact that the
production of money is a natural monopoly. These issues will be addressed in the remainder
of this section.
2.2.1

Network Externality

The usefulness of holding a certain type of money for any agent depends on how many other
agents are willing to accept this piece of money for payment. The more widely it is accepted,
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the higher is the value of accepting and holding it. In economic terms, money creates a
positive network externality 3 . Indeed, as far as commodity money is concerned, already
Menger (1892) argues that “When the relatively most saleable commodities have become
‘money’ the event has in the ﬁrst place the eﬀect of substantially increasing their originally
high saleableness. Every economic subject bringing less saleable wares to market (...) has
thenceforth a stronger interest in converting what he has in the ﬁrst instance into wares which
have become money” (p. 250).
Brunner and Meltzer (1971) also link this notion of network externality to the existence
of economies of scale. They assume that “The marginal cost of acquiring information about
the properties of any asset (...) declines as the frequency with which the group uses a particular asset increases” (p.786). A similar argument related to network externalities can also
be found in Jones (1976) and more recently in Kiyotaki and Wright (1989, 1991, 1993).
There, a single good will be a medium of exchange whenever the beliefs about which good is
mostly traded are the same across agents. All agents are willing to accept this good instead
of the good they really are looking for because this minimizes the time of ﬁnding the desired
trader.

In the presence of network externalities, public intervention could be justiﬁed on two
grounds. First, a common feature of environments with network externalities is that multiple
equilibria usually exist. This causes equilibrium indeterminacy, so that it may well be that the
most expensive or less eﬃcient instrument is used as money in an unregulated environment.
This situation could be the outcome of certain beliefs, or because the switch to a new, better
type of money proves diﬃcult because of the externalities. Consequently, there is a potential
role for the government in coordinating actions toward the use of the best means of payment.
Second, in an industry featuring network externalities, the most eﬃcient production can
be through a monopoly as this industry likely constitutes a natural monopoly. We now turn
to this issue.
3

10

For deﬁnitions of network externality and related concepts, see Liebowitz and Margolis, 1998.
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2.2.2

Natural Monopoly

It is tempting to conclude that money is a natural monopoly industry because over most
periods of time, we have observed government monopolies in most industrialized countries.
However, Vaubel (1990) rightly argues that this conclusion cannot be drawn because entry
by competitors was restricted.

In fact, it may not be easy to determine whether money indeed is a natural monopoly.
As deﬁned in Sharkey (1982), a case for natural monopoly in a given industry exists if the
cost function of the industry display strict subadditivity at any demanded level of output.
In other words, it is cheaper to produce the output in one single plant than spreading the
production over several places. For a single product industry, economies of scale are suﬃcient
for this. However, central bank activity can be considered a multi-product industry, because it
is involved in delivering money, payment and settlement system, supervision of banks as well
as, in some countries, check clearing at the same time. To establish whether a multi-product
industry is a natural monopoly is more complicated, as additional criteria have to be taken
into account (Sharkey p. 83). In fact, in a multi-product industry such as the one in which
central banks are involved, it is challenging to test for cost subadditivity. To our knowledge,
this remains to be done.
Also, it needs to be determined whether the monopoly is sustainable, i.e. that no ﬁrm ﬁnds
it proﬁtable to enter the industry at any level of output given certain conditions (Sharkey p.
89). Economies of scale at all output levels are necessary and suﬃcient for the sustainability
of a natural monopoly in the single product case. This caveat should shade suspicion on the
likely sustainability of a natural monopoly in the multi-product case. Indeed, in this framework things are rendered more complex by the fact that potential entrants can enter in the
market for a single output only.4
4
Also demand cross-elasticities play a fundamental role in determining whether a natural monopoly is
sustainable or not. This is especially relevant for the provision of settlement systems, which can be operated
under gross or net settlement arrangements. A condition for the sustainability of a multi-product natural
monopoly, when demand for all outputs are independent, is the existence of cost complementarity plus other
technical conditions.
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If money is found to be a natural monopoly good, does this imply a need for regulation?
We will concentrate on the ﬁrst reason given by Sharkey (p. 147) which is “Society may
wish to protect buyers from a price that is too high and to recapture the loss in consumer
surplus associated with monopoly pricing.” If entry into the market is free and the market is
contestable, then regulation is not needed. The reason is simple. Given ﬁrms have the same
technology and if the incumbent ﬁrm were making a proﬁt, then potential entrants would
be able to charge a lower price and take the whole market from the incumbent. Hence, for
the incumbent to keep its position it must be that its monopoly pricing is not taking surplus
away from buyers.
However, both sunk costs and economies of scale can discourage potential entrants and
make the market not contestable. Since economics of scale are likely to be the reason of
having a natural monopoly in the ﬁrst place, regulation might therefore indeed be desirable.

In sum, we are still lacking a comprehensive test as to whether money is indeed a natural
monopoly. If it is, then regulation of its supply can be justiﬁed if the market is found to be
not contestable. Still, this does not imply that the supplier must necessarily be a public ﬁrm
2.2.3

Public Good

Some have argued that the provision of money should be a government monopoly because
it is a public good whose production is best left to the government. Tobin (1980) claims
that “Social institutions like money are a public good”. Drawing the analogy to language,
he argues that increasing the number of people using one same money, the potential beneﬁts
from using this money rise; hence the public good character.5 Kindleberger (1972) as well
as Tobin (1980) among others, consider that the public good character of money stems from
its use as a unit of account. However, Vaubel rightly argues that while a unit of account
might be a public good, this does not imply that money is one. At best “this would imply
that governments should suggest a unit of account, and publish a price index for it, but not
that it should supply money, let alone the only (base) money or monetary unit” (p. 272). In
5

We ﬁnd this analogy to be short lived. While the use of words satisﬁes the non-exclusivity criterium for
public goods, this is not the case for the use of notes.
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other words, there is no necessary link between the means of exchange role of money and its
role as a unit of account.6 Hence, it is an open question whether central banks should provide
the unit(s) of account, or why people use central bank money as a unit of account.

2.3

Conclusion

It appears to us that most of the arguments put forward lack a consistent basis for comparison. For instance there is no consistent deﬁnition for the important concepts used, like
money. This has the unfortunate consequence that, with the notable exception of Klein,
the arguments brought forward by the proponents of free competition are not very precise.
Hayek’s proposal is deemed by Fisher (1986) to be “remarkably vague” (p.433) and “silent
on the essential issues: the unit of account, the costs of having multiple currencies, the issue
of convertibility of currency into a dominant money or good (...) and the question of whether
currency suppliers would be able to issue ﬁduciary money.” (p.434). In particular, as it is
alluded by Fisher, allowing for entry does not mean that private money will be valued.

The more recent theoretical literature on money tries to be more precise than the above,
and to provide models that are able to tackle the essential questions. These will be reviewed
in the following section.

3

Conceptual Considerations in Models of Money

We start by providing some useful conceptual material: we will propose a deﬁnition of money
that relies on recent advances in the ﬁeld of monetary theory and clarify the notion of competition among means of payment.
6

A practical example of this statement can be taken from France: by some, the old French Franc unit is
still used in current transactions, despite the fact that the currency change to the new franc took place in
1960 and that the euro is now in circulation.
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3.1

Deﬁnitions

Money Most commonly, money is deﬁned as any object that serves as a store of value, a
medium of exchange and a unit of account. However, this descriptive deﬁnition is not helpful
for our purpose, as it is concentrated on what money is used for rather than on what it is. In
particular, as opposed to the deﬁnition we adopt below, it does not relate to characteristics
of environments in which money is useful.
Instead, we will call a device money if, in the absence of such a device, some socially
beneﬁcial trades are not happening. In such environments, money will be considered as
essential. The essentiality of money is due to frictions that prevent a number of trades from
taking place. Uncovering these frictions is key in order to understand what money is and why
it is used. There are three important frictions that explain why money is essential: the absence
of double coincidence of wants, the lack of commitment and some degree of information
asymmetry. As shown in Kocherlakota (1998a,b), in environments where these frictions are
present, money is essential and acts as a record keeping device. That is, holdings of money
are a statistics that summarizes, although imperfectly, the past transactions of all agents. If
transactions were recorded in a book that would be freely and publicly accessible, then the
information problem would be solved. In turn the commitment problem could also be solved,
e.g. having recourse to reputation. Was a record keeping device available, Kocherlakota
(1998a) shows that money would not be needed in implementing trades. Hence, money is
memory.
We will also require a more practical characteristic for these objects, namely the property
that they are used for the ﬁnal settlements of debts, private or public. This rules out for
instance checks, as private means of payment as their mere transfer does not represent a ﬁnal
settlement of debts. Also, when the object cannot be converted into specie of equivalent value
we will call this object ﬁat money. Pieces of paper that treasuries or central banks produce
are ﬁat money because these institutions always have the possibility to redeem one of these
pieces of paper for another totally similar piece of paper.
Competition We will consider that competition prevails between private and public monies
if, in an environment where money is essential 1) private and public monies are used as an

14
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instrument for the ﬁnal settlement of debts and 2) the supply of private monies is at least as
elastic as the supply of public money, i.e. there is no restriction on the production of private
money, but technological constraints. We will also consider that there is competition if the
market is contestable. In this sense we will not require that private money be used in fact,
but rather that the threat of using it is enough to induce the issuer of the public money to
behave competitively.
Using the deﬁnition of money highlighted above, we will pose the question of whether
competition between public and private money is necessary to implement more outcomes i.e. achieve a larger number of trades - in all environments where money is essential. As we
will see, a theoretical answer is to a large extent still to be found.

3.2

Frictions

As mentioned in the deﬁnition of money, there are three frictions that together can give rise to
the essentiality of money. The absence of double coincidence of want, the lack of commitment
and some asymmetry of information. The absence of double coincidence of wants is when
A desires the good of B but B does not care for A’s good. However, in itself, the lack of
double coincidence of wants does not justify the essentiality of money. It suﬃces to consider
environments where agents would be severely punished if they do not subscribe to the proper
social behavior. Therefore, in addition to the lack of double coincidence of wants, the lack of
commitment and a certain degree of asymmetry of information explain why money is essential.
In this section, taking each friction in turn, we argue that in their presence, it is problematic to
construct equilibria where inside money - that is money created by agents in the economy- is
used as money. As a consequence, it is yet still diﬃcult to tackle issues dealing with currency
competition.
In order to understand what the consequences of the frictions are, we have to consider
models that seriously take them into account. Hence, we are naturally restricted to the recent
literature on the fundamental use of money. There, environments where neither enforcement,
nor perfect information is available are explicitly used to analyze the consequences of the need
for money.
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3.2.1

Limited Enforcement

Deﬁnition Enforcement is limited whenever agents can default on their obligations at little
or no cost. There is full enforcement whenever they cannot default without incurring a
detrimental penalty, say death. The lack of, or ineﬃciencies in, the legal framework can
easily explain limited enforcement. Somehow loosely, we will employ limited enforcement also
as a synonym for limited commitment. This will not matter for our purpose, but these two
concepts should normally be clearly distinguished.7
Implications The lack of enforcement matters for the existence of inside money as it can
be seen as a contract between the issuer and whoever possesses it, which speciﬁes certain obligations from the issuer when it is redeemed. When enforcement is lacking, terms of contracts
cannot be put in place. Therefore obligations entailed by redemption can be defaulted upon.
In a world where contracts cannot be enforced by an authority, contracts have to be selfenforceable. This means contracts must be constructed such that, given the environment, the
actions speciﬁed by the terms of the contract are compatible with incentives of the parties to
the contract; i.e. the contract is incentive-compatible.
Suppose the redemption of a claim by its issuer requires he delivers an object he values.
Then the redemption process is incentive-compatible only if he obtains something in return
whose expected value is higher than the value of the relinquished object. If perfect information was available, reputation eﬀects could matter so as to taper oﬀ the eﬀect of limited
enforcement. We will return to these types of arguments in the next section. The bottom
line is that, without perfect information, the fulﬁllment of the obligations must insure future
gains to the debtor; i.e. it must increase his continuation payoﬀ. This is only possible if buyer
and seller have some type of contact in the future.
We therefore have to consider two possible cases, one in which buyer and seller have no
future transactions, neither directly nor via third parties (open loop), and one in which they
do (closed loop).
7
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See Koeppl (2002).
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Search models (Open loop) We will say that a chain of buyer-seller forms an “open
loop” whenever feedback eﬀects are impossible. In other words, an agent x buying goods
from an agent y will not be aﬀected by the subsequent behavior of y. An example of open
loop structure is the overlapping generation model. In an open loop, continuation payoﬀ can
increase with the acceptance of a claim to settle a transaction as long as the seller can use the
claim to settle his own purchase of goods. Also, in open loops economy, the transfers of goods
and claims generally occur simultaneously. Whenever the transfer of goods and settlement
claims occur simultaneously, the payoﬀ of accepting the claim is generally at least equal to
the utility of consuming goods that can be bought with the claim. This is the basic idea
behind all search models of money, initiated by Jones (1976) and followed up by Kiyotaki
and Wright (1989, 1991 and 1993). However these models only consider outside money. By
deﬁnition of outside money, a seller will never be the issuer of the claim he receives.
In open loop models, in the absence of commitment and with informational frictions,
private money is valueless in equilibrium, as all agents have the incentive to issue as much of
these claims as possible. One way to limit the over-issuance of these claims is to have them
being redeemed. In the absence of any redemption institutions, this is possible only if the
chain is in closed loop.
“Closed loop” models Contrary to open loops, feedback eﬀects between buyers and sellers
are possible in “closed loop” structures. In this case, if an inside claim is issued, there is the
possibility that it will be redeemed, i.e. “returned” to his issuer. When considering a closed
loop where private money is used, settlement can be of two types. Simultaneous settlement
generally occurs between agents who have not issued the claim that is used, or when the claim
is redeemed. Delayed settlement occurs in transactions where claims are issued. Enforcement
problems, as highlighted above, occur when the claim is redeemed. There are few ways to
solve enforcement problems.
If the mere issuance of the claim is costly, Monnet (2002) ﬁnds that private claims can serve
as money in a closed loop structure. The idea is that in order to be able to participate in
the next trading round, the issuer of a claim has to hold a number of them. This number is
such that it will be beneﬁcial to accept (or redeem) old claims rather than producing them.
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Interestingly the equilibrium resembles situations where there is an over-issuance of private
claims. But Monnet shows that this condition is necessary for their usefulness.
Kiyotaki and Moore (2001) have inside money circulating in closed loop among agents
that cannot commit to their promises, but the ﬁnal agent who issued the debt. Using their
own words, the debt of the agent who has the ability to commit is used by other agents as
a substitute for their inability to commit. However the paper does not shade light on the
reasons why some people are more able to commit than others. In parallel, Monnet (2002)
argues that enforcement problems can be circumvented as long as the issuer of inside money
does not participate in the loop. He claims this is the main reason why money produced by
a State institution is optimally used, as these institutions should ideally only be involved in
fulﬁlling the core responsibilities of the State and, in this sense, not be active participants in
the economic system.
Many recent models consider private debts circulating as money in closed loop. In these
papers inside money is essential due to the insuﬃcient amount of outside money. Whenever
the initial distribution and the pattern of circulation of outside money is such that some trade
cannot take place, then inside money has a role. Of course, as enforcement is an issue, this
does not mean that inside money will be used. To get around this problem, the existence of
an enforcement mechanism that allows agents to commit to pay back their debt is usually
assumed. Under this assumption, private money is used, as in Townsend and Wallace
(1987), Freeman (1996a,b), Williamson (1999) or Azariadis, Bullard and Smith (2001).
In these models, when a claim is presented for repayment, the payment follows. Hence, for
these models, the commitment problem is implicitly assumed away. Although we believe the
general conclusion on the need for private claims is correct, we have concerns as to the way
they will be valued in equilibrium.8
Other models, for instance Cavalcanti, Erosa and Temzelides (1999), use an explicit
reserve-management technology, an example of which is a clearing-house. As will be shown in
the later sections, this has clear historical motivations. In their framework, private money is
valued because this social arrangement controls for the over-production of private money, by
taking any misbehaving partners oﬀ the economy. This institutional device is then necessary,
8
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however there are no answers as to the cost of setting it up and the circumstances under
which it is worth undertaking.
Interestingly, Kahn and Roberds (2002) have recently presented a framework with three
agents (A, B and C) where the presence of inside money can alleviate incentive problems
rather than increasing them. In their model, C consumes the good produced by B but cannot
pay on the spot. B needs the input provided by A in its production, but needs to wait for
C’s payment in order to pay back A. One type of contract reduces incentive problems due to
the absence of enforcement. This is when C contracts a debt toward B for the delivery of the
consumption good, but B uses part of C’s - non denominative debt - to pay his purchase of
A’s input to its production. Then once C has enough of the good required to settle its debt
with B, he transfers the required amount claimed by A and B. Incentive problems are reduced
since whenever B would default on A, by not transferring C’s claim, then B, by assumption,
would be unable to obtain C’s payment. C does not default as the existence of a default
penalty makes this choice unproﬁtable. Therefore, while Kahn and Roberds argument is, to
some extent, still subject to the criticism made earlier on the existence of an enforcement
technology, it shows that inside money can alleviate incentive problems, instead of increasing
them.9

The upshot of this section is that, although private money can be essential, limited enforcement will bind the amount of private money that can be placed in the market.10 Institutions
that monitor actions of market participants are a solution to consequences of limited enforcement.
3.2.2

Informational frictions

Deﬁnition The lack of recall (see Temzelides and Yu, 2001) and the lack of a public
record device are informational frictions that matter for the essentiality of money. By the
lack of a public record device, we mean a situation where some agents have no or limited
9

This result depends crucially on the assumption that one gives up the right to his entitlements if one
defaults. However, while the authors give interesting historical examples, the presence of ﬁnancial heavens
and the intricacy of some judicial systems are potential back doors through which repudiators can escape.
10
See Kiyotaki and Moore (2001) for an analysis of economic implications of such bounds on the amount
of private money.
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means of knowing the history of actions previously taken by other agents they are currently
trading with. Kocherlakota (1998a,b) refers to these environments as being memory-less.
Together with limited enforcement, this creates the essentiality of money. In an environment
with no memory, reputation cannot be built so that many actions will be incompatible with
private incentives.
As is usual in the literature, we use the term asymmetry of information to characterize
situations in which one party knows more than another, e.g. on the characteristics of a good.
This asymmetry of information will matter in the case where the settlement is delayed and
depends on the transfer of an object, whose quality is unknown, in environments where reputation is impossible to obtain and quality is unveriﬁable. However, asymmetry of information
does not matter for the essentiality of money, although it matters for the equilibrium value
of private money.
Memory With no memory and the absence of enforcement, inside money, which is costless
to issue, cannot be used to implement some trades. However, if some agents have access to a
technology which makes their actions publicly known, these agents can build up reputation
and issue claims that other agents will trade. This is the case in Cavalcanti and Wallace
(1999). They assume the existence of a record-keeping device that keeps track of all actions
taken by a type of agents, named banks. These banks can then produce private money that
will be useful to implement trades. So perfect public knowledge of a certain type of actions
allows the possibility for social punishments that will give banks the right incentives.11 Under
this assumption, the authors show that the set of implementable outcomes in an economy
with only outside money is a strict subset of the analogous set in an economy that uses only
private money.12 The assumption is however subject to criticism. As public knowledge of an
agent precedes the issuance of claims by this agent, it is diﬃcult to understand why some
agent would be restricted to access this technology. In case this technology is readily available,
why then no other people use it?
11

A recent paper by Martin and Schreft (2003) uses a similar argument. Instead, they assume the existence
of a technology that renders public information the amount of notes that a bank produces.
12
Outside or ﬁat money is deﬁned as an unbacked, almost costless to produce, intrinsically useless object
that is used as money.
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Furthermore, Cavalcanti and Wallace’s result might not be robust to the degree of memory
available. Kocherlakota and Wallace (1998) study the interaction between an imperfect
public record of actions, which is only stochastically updated with a lag, and outside money.
They ﬁnd that it is optimal for outside money and credit to coexist in most, non degenerate
cases.13
Nonetheless, Cavalcanti and Wallace’s argument points toward a property of issuers of
money that might be crucial, namely their average scale of operations with respect to other
agents. Prices are publicly observed. Hence they represent a mechanism through which
actions can be inferred, if an agent is able to modify prices. Unfortunately, models of money
are not yet suﬃciently developed in order to seriously think about equilibrium prices.14
Information Asymmetry In a world with asymmetric information, agents are unable to
fully control for the quality of the goods they have been promised. Private providers of money
can either hold fewer assets for backing, or hold assets of a lower quality than expected from
creditors (more risky or not liquid). Because these assets are less expensive to hold than proper
backing assets, and because of information asymmetry, all private producers of money have
incentives to do so (see Schreft, 1997). Under the assumption of asymmetric information,
Williamson (1999) shows the existence of an equilibrium where private money circulates but
with only poor quality backing. Also he shows that with asymmetry of information, there
might not exist any equilibrium with valued private money. This result is not related to limited
enforcement, as Williamson (1999) assumed the existence of some degree of enforcement.
Reputation If information frictions are not too severe, reputation can be built. Reputation
is the basis for the belief that, in a world with no enforcement, promises will be fulﬁlled. This
belief is enough for inside claims to circulate, even if there are no other elements to guarantee
the fulﬁllment of promises.
One essential feature for a certain money to be accepted as means of payment is that
holders ﬁnd it trustworthy. Holders of money must believe that people will agree to exchange
goods of at least identical value for them as what they lost in acquiring it. In ”Lombard
13
14

That is whenever the lag with which the record is updated is neither zero nor inﬁnite.
However some recent advances, see Green and Zhou (2002), raise some hope.
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Street”, Bagehot (1873) already acknowledges the importance of reputation. In spite of
his criticism towards the Bank of England’s monopoly in note issuing, he states that the
abolishment of the Bank of England money in favor of other currencies would be foolish,
because people trust the currency they are used to. Any new forms of money would need a
long time to build up the conﬁdence in it that is necessary for universal acceptance.
Other economists also consider that reputation is best guaranteed when government institutions provide money. For instance, Ritter (1996) considers the transition between an
equilibrium where commodity money is used as a medium of exchange and paper money. He
ﬁnds that a suﬃcient condition for paper money to be valued in equilibrium and supplant
commodity money is the credibility of the money producer. He shows that a coalition of
agents - that he calls government - can provide a uniform means of payment that will be
valued by other agents. Such money is valued because the government “has the ability to
limit the production of money by individual members”.
Hence, in Ritter’s analysis government money is valued because the government can credibly signal that it will keep the money stock below the level at which agents refuse to accept it
for payments. In short, Ritter (1996) claims that because government institutions are social
agreements, they represent the most credible way of providing money. In fact, often central
banks are independent of any political authority in order to circumvent these credibility issues. In the absence of any such independence, it is well known that commitment can be
a problem (see among others Kydland and Prescott 1977, Barro and Gordon 1983 or
Chari and Kehoe 1999).

3.3

Conclusion

The frictions that are necessary for the essentiality of money happen to be also detrimental
for the use of private, inside, money. From the literature cited above, we can conclude that,
although private money is useful, it is not clear that its use can be incentive compatible given
the mentioned frictions. Also, even if its use meets incentive requirements, the latter will
impose conditions that might well not be consistent with the optimal level of inside money.
For instance, limited enforcement and informational frictions might bind the level of private
money that can be issued by a single agent. Several ways have been proposed to explain
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how private money could be valued in equilibrium. This undoubtedly shades lights on the
mechanisms underlying the existence of money. However, most of the workable assumptions
appear inconsistent with the essentiality of money. Hence, further work is much warranted
on this issue. We can conclude from the theoretical literature that competition per-se is not
the imperative issue. Rather, it is the mere possibility for private money to serve as a ﬁnal
means to settle debt when other means of settling debts are lacking. In other terms, there
is somehow strong theoretical evidence that there should not be impediment to create close
cash substitutes. The main issues are then 1) how to improve the access to outside money,
and/or 2) how to insure the conﬁdence necessary for economic agents to hold private money
at the lowest cost.
Given the lack of clear cut theoretical results, we review in the next section three experiences where private money has been used. We concentrate our analysis on the social and
institutional devices that insured private money could be used. We also highlight the main
advantages and drawbacks of these systems of exchange with private money.

4

Historical Experiences

Throughout history, government supplied or certiﬁed money has had a special status. Still,
in several countries there were episodes of ”free banking” in which several private monies
circulated on equal terms. In this section we will brieﬂy review three diﬀerent experiences
related to free banking. The term free banking originally referred to an era in the US, in
the period between 1837 and the founding of the Federal Reserve Bank in 1913. During
this period, the banking system was not unregulated, as the term misleadingly seems to
suggest, but entry was possible without the need to require a legislative charter. Free banking
experiences are interesting because during these periods, banks could issue notes. Therefore
they are good instances of competition in the provision of inside money.
The term ‘free banking’ is nowadays used for unregulated competitive banking, often
associated with a system operating without a central bank (see Laidler, 1992). In the sequel,
we will refer to the historical interpretation, but extended to several countries in which such
a relatively free banking environment existed.
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The ﬁrst experience covered in this chapter is the Scottish free banking era from 1716 to
1844. The second is the Suﬀolk Banking System (1825-58) that prevailed in New England,
USA. The third experience relates to the role of the New York Clearing House Association
(NYCHA) during the banking panics in the second half on the 19th and in the early 20th
century. This review generally highlights the beneﬁts of the diﬀerent systems: No monopoly
emerged in the Scottish system and it was apparently very stable. Also, the Suﬀolk system
is well known for maintaining a uniform and stable currency stock. Finally, the NYCHA is a
very clean example of an eﬃcient clearing system providing private money.
This historical review is structured around three main questions. How was trust in the
means of payment maintained? How were information problems limited? and Were economies
of scale present? We close this section with a review of the critiques addressed toward Free
Banking. We concentrate on the claim that free banking is unstable and costly to manage.

4.1

Scottish Free Banking

From White (1995) and Kroszner (1995) we can characterize the Scottish free banking
experience by the following elements: ﬁnancial innovations, unlimited liability and branch
banking.
The Scottish Free Banking Era started with the non-renewal of a 21 year long monopoly
on banking and note issue that was granted to the Bank of Scotland in 1695. The Royal Bank
of Scotland entered the market in 1728 and the British Linen Bank in 1746. All three banks
were chartered banks - granted by an act of the Parliament or directly from the Crown - with
limited liability. All other banks had unlimited liability. Banks could freely compete in note
issuance. Notes were denominated in pounds, deﬁned as a certain amount of specie. Proﬁts
were made with the holdings of interest bearing assets obtained with notes. Hence, the longer
the notes were in circulation, the more proﬁts were made. According to White (1995), the
banks tried to undermine the credibility of the other banks so that a type of notes would be
preferred by agents and so held for a longer period. This gave rise to two important ﬁnancial
innovations: in order to maintain trust in their currency, banks introduced the option clause
and a system of note clearing.
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Maintaining Trust Through Financial Innovations
The option clause was giving the right to a bank to suspend payment for a given period,
with the understanding that interest would be paid on the standing notes at the end of this
period. This enhanced conﬁdence in holding notes but also favored entrance by small banks.
This clause increased competition and the three limited liability banks lobbied against its use.
The use of the option clause was outlawed by the Act of 1765.
The private clearing house system was also set up in order to maximize the circulation of
notes. Some banks bilaterally agreed not to seek redemption of the notes of their partner.
Eventually, the three big banks brought smaller, provincial banks into their note clearing
systems. This was beneﬁcial for both type of banks: it increased the acceptability of the
small banks’ notes and increased the scope for circulation of the big banks’ notes.

Limiting Moral Hazard using Unlimited Liability
The private clearing-house system had some unfortunate consequence. The Ayr Bank
went bust in 1772 after a period of mismanagement, issuing notes for ﬁnancing bad projects.
Within the clearing-house arrangements, banks were settling their balance using bills or drafts
negotiable at correspondent London banks, or specie. This allowed the Ayr Bank to borrow
from its London correspondent, until its correspondent failed. Ayr Bank’s bills was then
refused by other brokers and it had to liquidate. The eﬀects of such a liquidation on the
Scottish system were minimal due to the unlimited liability status of the Ayr Bank: the three
big banks agreed to redeem its notes and Ayr Bank’s shareholders had to bear the entire cost
of the liquidation.
The unlimited liability status of a bank was shifting its inherent risk to its owner. Therefore, it might be argued that moral hazard was limited by the use of unlimited liability.
However, it might also be argued that unlimited liability was restraining free entry.

Branch Banking: Presence of Economies of Scale?
Since the aim was to maximize note circulation, branching was the normal evolution of
the system. Economies of scale could be exploited through branch banking: the spreading
of risk among various locations and easy redeemability of notes enhanced public conﬁdence.
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As reported by Kroszner (1995), branch banking acted as a substitute for deposit insurance
through regional diversiﬁcation. Big banks had up to 15 branches within the country, while
smaller banks had an average of 3 branches. However, White (1995) concludes that “Scottish
experience oﬀers no reason to suppose that there exists a ’natural monopoly’ in the production of redeemable currency” (p. 34).

The Scottish free banking system ended in 1844 with the promulgation of Peel’s Act,
which formally brought the Scottish banks under the control of the Bank of England.

4.2

The Suﬀolk Banking System (1825-58)

Trust and Uniform Currency Stock
The Suﬀolk Banking System originated from the Suﬀolk Bank of Boston as an attempt to
eliminate the circulation of country bank notes15 in Boston. According to Rolnick, Smith
and Weber (1998), the idea was to “allow [other] banks to deposit all their country banknotes
with Suﬀolk, which would establish a system of net-clearing the banknotes it received. (. . . )
Suﬀolk would accept and clear at par all country banknotes that participating banks chose to
deposit.” (p. 13). The participation in this system involved a cost to country bank members.
They had to hold permanent and non-interest bearing deposit of $2,000 for every $100,000
of capital with one of the system’s member. Also they had to maintain a certain amount of
non-interest bearing deposit for the notes redeemed within the Suﬀolk system.
The most prominent feature of the Suﬀolk experience is that it was very successful in
achieving a uniform currency throughout New England. This means that all notes were trading at par, with no discount related to the lieu of issue or distance from the lieu of issue. This
can be interpreted as evidence that people were trusting notes of member banks because the
clearing house could closely monitor their activities.

Information: The Advantage of a Centralized System
As recorded by Calomiris and Kahn (1996) this centralized system had the advantage
of superior information about note-issuing behavior. The Suﬀolk bank could also monitor the
15
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portfolio management of member banks more eﬃciently than government regulations would
have, thus preventing any failure like the one of Ayr Bank in Scotland. It also had a role
in limiting counterfeiting. As a consequence, the banking environment was safer and more
stable than in other states.

The Suﬀolk Banking System: A Monopoly?
There is not much debate on the beneﬁts of the Suﬀolk Banking System. However, there is
still disagreement on whether the Suﬀolk Banking System was a proﬁt maximizing monopoly
seeking rent extraction or an eﬃcient system open to competition. Calomiris and Kahn
(1996) argue in favor of the eﬃcient competitive system: they consider the Suﬀolk System
as the result of a joint agreement among Boston banks. Analyzing the balance sheets of
all Boston banks from state banking reports, they do not ﬁnd any proﬁt that would accrue
to a monopolistic behavior. However using similar data sources, Rolnick, Smith and Weber
(1998) favor the view of the note clearing business being a monopoly of the Suﬀolk Bank alone.
Analyzing the Suﬀolk Bank’s balance sheet and shareholders dividends, they ﬁnd evidence of
unusual proﬁts.16 Also, they record several instances of monopolistic behavior. Nonetheless,
this monopoly is not deemed by Rolnick, Smith and Weber (1998) to be a bad outcome: it
seems to have been a natural monopoly, with the exploitation of “economies of scale and
scope”.17

4.3

New York Clearing House Association (NYCHA)

The two experiences related above both dealt with the use of private money in payment
systems. The experience of the NYCHA is somewhat diﬀerent because it concerned the
issuance of private money in a large value settlement system.
Initially, the NYCHA was not diﬀerent from any other clearing houses. As stated in
Timberlake (1984) “In the United States, clearing houses banks adopted the practice of
16

The diﬀerence comes form the facts that Calomiris and Kahn “assume that the average dividend paid by
the System was the average paid by large Boston banks”. (Rolnick and Weber 1998, p. 8).
17
Vaubel (1990) doubts that the money industry is a natural monopoly. He claims that during the historical
episodes of “free banking”, in no case did a monopoly note issuer emerge. This now is a contestable view as
the Suﬀolk Banking System highlights the possibility of a natural monopoly in a very related service.
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keeping deposits of specie and other lawful money with the clearing house, which in turn issued
clearing house certiﬁcates of an equivalent amount that the bank could use in the settlement
of daily balances. (. . . ) In England and Scotland, clearing houses operated similarly, but
participating banks did not usually keep reserves in the clearing houses.” (p. 364).
The interesting property of the NYCHA as summarized in Timberlake (1984) is that it
was the ﬁrst clearinghouse to provide liquidity, and this during several crises. This liquidity
took the form of Clearing House Loan Certiﬁcates (CHLC) ﬁrst issued in 1857. As expressed
by Cannon (1901, p.80)
Clearing-house loan certiﬁcates may be deﬁned as temporary loans made by the
banks associated together as a clearing-house association, to the members thereof,
for the purpose of settling clearing-house balances. Such certiﬁcates are negotiable,
as a rule, only among the members of the association, and are not in any sense to
be regarded as currency.
This private money was issued against the deposit of collateral securities (e.g. bank
notes) and in some occasions in very small denomination. It circulated generally for a short
period, until the liquidity problems were resolved. Although illegal - because the issue was
not required to be backed with Government bonds or specie - this activity was so eﬃcient in
providing liquidity that the Federal Government did not prosecute the Association.18
The sequence of events that lead the NYCHA to issue CHLC usually started with deposit
withdrawals in such an amount that liquidity was lacking. The need for liquidity was so
important that some banks were not able to settle their balance at the clearing-house without
having to liquidate. In order to prevent such an event, the bank asked the NYCHA for
a loan at 6 to 9 percent per year. If the Association agreed, it extended CHLC that the
bank could use as settlement assets. The CHLC were bearer securities, in the sense that
the bearer beneﬁted from the interests when they were due. The CHLC could circulate until
retirement by the NYCHA. In order to retire the CHLC, the Association just announced a
date after which the interest on certiﬁcates would not be paid. Hence, the interests paid
18

Its illegality and therefore the possible prohibition of CHLC may be one reason for which Cannon - who
recognised its usefulness as Vice-President of the Fourth National Bank of the City of New York - was stressing
the fact that CHLC are not “in any sense to be regarded as currency”.
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were the instrument used in order to control the supply of certiﬁcates as well as enhance the
acceptability of the certiﬁcates by other banks. Trust in these certiﬁcates was maintained
through the threat of eviction of the system of any member recalcitrant to pay the interests
due. The use of CHLC was soon extended to other States of the Federation with higher degree
of circulation. For instance, as reported by Cannon (1901) p.117, “it is noted on the [Atlanta]
certiﬁcates that they ‘will be received on deposit or in payment of debts due any bank in said
clearing-house’ - an implication that they were used for general circulation, which indeed, is
true.”
The CHLC is an excellent example of how the use of private money allows for circumventing shocks and frictions present in the market. The Scottish and Suﬀolk experiences are also
nice instances of private money system that were functioning smoothly in order to maintain
stability. As mentioned above, it is not clear that these systems allowed for competition. Free
banking is also subject to other criticisms that we review in the next section.

4.4

Limitations of Free Banking

In this section we review historical facts on the limitations of Free Banking. In particular,
free banking systems are deemed unstable by many scholars (Section 4.4.1). This instability
is usually blamed on portfolio mismanagement (Section 4.4.2). Also, monitoring was costly.
To illustrate these costs, we review the dissemination process of notes quotation in Section
4.4.3.
4.4.1

Instability of the Free Banking System

In Scotland, Car and Mathewson (1988) record around thirty closures or failures of unlimited liability banks prior to 1845.19 Also, some observers are doubting the ‘Free’ spirit of the
Scottish experience. For instance Cowen and Kroszner (1989) argue that Scotland had a
three-tiered system: “The smaller Scottish banks relied on the public banks as lenders of last
resort in problem times and, in addition to their London correspondents, sources of specie
in normal times. The public [chartered] banks depended upon the Bank of England directly
19

A bank is said to have failed if it closed and failed to pay all bearer of its notes.
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in crisis times and upon their London correspondents, who had account with the BOE, for
specie and discounting in normal times.” (p.228)
In the United States, runs and panics are legendary (e.g. Dwyer, 1996). Examples of
banks whose redemption oﬃces were located in remote and sometimes dangerous locations,
the so-called “wildcat banks”, abound. See for instance, Rockoﬀ (1975). Also, closures and
failures of banks in the Free Banking era in the United States are well documented. See
Hammond (1957).
Can one conclude that free banking a chaotic period? Rolnick and Weber (1983) study
this claim for the United States. They ﬁnd this conventional view to be over-exaggerated.
However, their study of four States (New York, Wisconsin, Indiana and Minnesota) led to the
conclusion that closures where numerous (48% of banks closed) and failures were a problem:
15% of banks failed. Moreover, although banks were staying in business on average for 6
years, according to their calculation at most 25% of all banks closed after one year or less of
existence.20
4.4.2

Portfolio Mismanagement

Although we cannot conclude from the above facts that free banking is inherently unstable,
they point to problems with free banking. Rolnick and Weber (1983,84) explain these
problems in the United States using the “falling asset price explanation”. Their explanation,
which is also conﬁrmed by the analysis in Economopoulos (1988) goes along the following
line.
Free banking meant that the issuance of bank notes had to be backed by state bonds.
Real shocks to the economy were fed into the ﬁnancial sector through the value of the bonds
held by banks: as these diminished in value, banks were more and more fragile thus creating
massive withdrawals and sometimes runs. An example of such real shocks is the spring of the
American Civil War.
Economopoulos (1990) reconsiders Rolnick’s and Weber’s falling asset price explanation
of free bank failures. Examining New York and Wisconsin free banks portfolios, he ﬁnds that
20

This number represents an upper bound. This is due to Rolnick’s and Weber’s method of recording banks
in existence.
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failed banks held signiﬁcantly diﬀerent types of portfolio from solvent banks. Neither New
York nor Wisconsin imposed a specie requirement. Therefore banks were ﬂexible in asset
selections. The liquidity problems facing free bank managers was simple. They had to match
the average circulation period of their notes with the average maturity of the loan portfolio,
thereby minimizing specie reserves and so minimizing costs.
Economopoulos (1990) ﬁnds three distinguishing features of solvent banks portfolios. (1)
Solvent banks had higher proportion of loans and specie, and fewer bonds relative to total
assets than closed banks. (2) They had higher loans and discounts to bonds ratios than closed
banks. Finally, (3) solvent banks held more deposits than failed banks.
We can conclude from this analysis that the failed banks had portfolio management problems. Basically, their portfolios were too illiquid: they could not eﬃciently respond to large
withdrawals by informed note-holders. This analysis hinges on the lack of portfolio monitoring as a main problem of a free banking system. Also, we can infer that requiring bond
holdings as a security is not the appropriate regulation to adopt because of the associated
liquidity problems.
4.4.3

Costs of Information Dissemination

In the United States, the transaction and monitoring costs resulting from the free banking activities were important. Compared to a system with a single producer of money, considerable
amounts of resources were devoted to the well functioning of the system.
According to Gorton (1999), there were several hundred issuing banks in the United
States during the free banking era. Each of these banks could issue a type of note. All these
type of notes could be used as a settlement asset. In order to maintain a proper working
environment, “note brokers gathered information on banks, quoted bid and ask prices (. . . )
Note reporters, small newspaper, reported the prices at which notes traded in the secondary
markets” (Gorton 1999, p.39). To a lesser extent, this also insured a safe and secure payment
system. When a bank closed, its entry had to be updated appropriately. Since the value of a
note was not ﬁxed, but rather market determined, these reporters were typically updated on
a monthly basis.
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To be useful, this record had to be distributed to - or at least its entry had to be brought to
the knowledge of - any interested person at least as regularly as it was updated. Gorton (1999)
ﬁnds that “Such bank note reporters were obtained like other newspaper, by subscription or
from a newsstand”. We did not ﬁnd any approximation for the cost of using such a record, but
it is easy to ﬁgure out that the update, printing and circulation process of this record involved
non-negligible costs. For illustration, we include two selected pages of the “Thompson’s Bank
note and commercial reporter” kindly provided to us by Warren E. Weber in the Appendix.
In this section we reviewed three free banking systems. We found that stability of the
currency stock was more or less ensured. This was mainly due to ﬁnancial innovations, rapid
adaptation to adverse events and eﬃcient clearing systems. However, despite these successes,
free banking was criticized on three grounds. 1) Periods of free banking were seemingly subject
to more instability than one can infer from the experiences we mention. 2) As a result of free
competition and lack of monitoring, there were cases of portfolio mismanagement. They are
the main reasons for the instability. 3) The monitoring costs required for a safe system are
heavy.

5

Competition Today

Even though nowadays a government monopoly in the provision of money is standard, there
are still several levels of which there is competition. First, central bank money (public currencies) compete against each other internationally. Second, central bank money has to compete
at a national level with private money. Technological advances have over the last decades
changed the payments industry dramatically. Changes have taken place both on the level of
retail payments as well as in large value interbank payments. We will discuss these developments and their implications separately. We ﬁrst turn to competition among (international)
public currencies.
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5.1

International Currency Competition

Even though competition between national monies is limited, there is potential competition
between currencies of diﬀerent countries. Relevant questions in this context are what determines the international demand for a currency, under what circumstances does a vehicle
currency emerge, and ﬁnally, whether currency competition has any impact on price stability.
Several papers study the demand for national currencies in an international environment.
Matsuyama, Kiyotaki and Matsui (1993) extend the framework of Kiyotaki and Wright
(1989) to a two-country context in which two national currencies exist. They show the existence of three diﬀerent types of equilibria: in the ﬁrst type of equilibrium, both countries
remain in autarky, using their national currencies only, while in the second type, one currency
is the only medium of exchange circulating in both countries. Finally, in a third equilibrium,
currencies are perfect substitutes to each other, i.e. a uniform currency exists. The existence
of these equilibria depends on the integration of the two economies, formalized as the probability to meet one trader from the other country. Not surprisingly, these types of equilibrium
are non-exclusive, thus yielding to situations with multiple equilibria.
A shortcoming of Matsuyama, Kiyotaki and Matsui is that there is no room for a very
common phenomenon, namely the predominant usage of domestic currencies for domestic
good trades in an environment with active foreign exchange markets. Zhou (1997) is able to
rationalize this behavior. In a model where consumers have a need to consume both foreign
and domestic goods, she shows that this combination may emerge as equilibrium behavior.
The result is driven by self-fulﬁlling beliefs about the future usage of currencies: if agents
expect that a certain type of currency will be the one predominantly used in goods markets, it
is in the agent’s interest to use this currency. The usage of domestic currencies can therefore
arise when a suﬃciently large fraction of goods trades are expected to be performed in the
local currency.
Rey (2001) links the usage of currency to the underlying pattern of international trades.
Similar to the above papers, she shows that there may exist multiple equilibria. The multiplicity is caused by thick-market externalities. These externalities are characterized by a
situation in which market participants proﬁt from an increasing market size.21 The presence
21

The term thick market externalities is closely related to network externalities, but more commonly used
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of thick market externalities in the foreign exchange market has been tested in Hartmann
(1998).22 In Rey (2001), they result from a transaction technology exhibiting increasing returns to scale. Rey is able to show the emergence of a vehicle currency, that is, a currency
that is used in transactions between two countries even though it is the currency of a third
country.
To summarize, the above papers show that there can exist equilibria in which several
ﬁat currencies are valued, but also those in which there is only one, dominant medium of
exchange circulating. A shortcoming of these models is, however, that they remain silent on
some essential issues such as the endogeneous determination of the price level and exchange
rates. Therefore, they are unable to conclude on the eﬀects that the competition has on the
provision of money and the inﬂation rate. In fact, exchange rates constitute another source
of indeterminacy.
What distinguishes ﬁat money markets from goods markets is that ﬁat monies are intrinsically useless. Fiat monies can only be valued to the extent that they ease the trade of
goods. Whether these pieces of papers are red or blue should not make any diﬀerence as to
their intrinsic ability to serve as means of exchange. Hence, if several types of pieces of paper
are provided, this gives more opportunities for choosing the means of payment, but does not
aﬀect the very existence of a means of payment. Therefore, the price (exchange rate) at which
these useless piece of papers are swapped does not matter either for the existence of a means
of exchange. Hence for any exchange rate between ﬁat monies, there is a means of exchange
and therefore there is an equilibrium in the real sector.
This is the well known indeterminacy result of Kareken and Wallace (1981): given a set
of fundamentals, if several ﬁat monies are used there is a continuum of equilibria that are not
welfare equivalent. In fact, diﬀerent exchange rates yield to diﬀerent distributions of wealth
in the context of industrial organization.
22
The foreign exchange market exhibits network eﬀects if an increased trading volume is reﬂected in lower
transaction costs. Hartmann (1998) uses bid-ask spreads as a proxy for transaction costs and ﬁnds a negative
relationship between predictable volumes and bid-ask spreads, both in the short run (using daily time series
estimations) and long run (using panel data random-eﬀects estimation). In the short run, however, he ﬁnds
unpredictable volumes to be highly and positively related with bid-ask spreads. The eﬀects of unpredictable
volumes vanishes over time and Hartmann concludes that the long-run eﬀect of volume on bid-ask spread is
unambiguously negative, thus conﬁrming the presence of economies of scale in the foreign exchange market.
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and to diﬀerent price structures.23
The reason for this indeterminacy is that the value of a currency does not rely on the
fundamentals of the economy in which it is used. Instead, in the absence of any government
intervention, Wallace (1979) argues that the demand for each currency is driven solely by
speculation. There is then a role for the government in implementing a policy that will select
the best equilibrium. Interventions can be a ﬁxed exchange rate policy or a minimum holding
requirement of a currency.
There are two important lessons from the literature on international currencies competition. First, most equilibria are characterized by a double indeterminacy: The price between
each currency is indeterminate and the use of the currencies themselves is indeterminate.
Second, history matters.24 Despite the introduction of a new currency, old currencies might
still be used because of institutionalized habits. A switch to an equilibrium in which a new
currency assumes a more prominent position may happen only if there are substantial gains
from using it, or if there is proper coordination from participants of the system.

5.2

Electronic Money

Electronic payment media such as credit and debit cards have already for some time been used
extensively for conducting retail payments, and have to some extent replaced the traditional
payment media cash and checks. Recently, also electronic money has started to circulate in
many countries (for an overview of the usage of electronic money around the world, see BIS
2000).
The term electronic money is used for any monetary value that is stored on an electronic
device and that is accepted as a means of payment not only by the issuer but also by other
agents, and for the purchase of more than one good (see for instance Issing 2000). As such, it
includes pre-paid (stored-value) cards as well as network money which is stored in computer
memory and can be used to purchase goods over electronic networks such as the Internet.
To the user, payment with electronic money appears not to be too diﬀerent from payment
23

Note that this is a diﬀerent type of indeterminacy than that discussed in section 2.2.1: there, the payment
medium itself was indeterminate, while here it is the price of the medium.
24
On this point also see Krugman (1980).
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with a credit or debit card. The main diﬀerence is the timing of settlement: When a credit or
debit card is used, the debiting of the payor’s account occurs only after the purchase is made.
A payment with electronic money, on the other hand, must be funded beforehand. Shreft
(1997) points out that electronic money is in fact not very diﬀerent from cash. It is simply the
electronic equivalent of bills and coins. Indeed, at this point in time, both electronic money
and paper money are usually drawn from the payor’s current account in advance of the time
the payment is made. Shreft argues that the novelty about electronic money is that unlike
bills and coins, it is issued by private ﬁrms. These ﬁrms are mostly banks, but depending on
the respective national regulations, also non-banking ﬁrms may be allowed to issue electronic
money. Therefore, electronic money is essentially a form of a private money.
Hence, technological developments such as electronic money do not change the focus of the
debate, on the contrary. Indeed, today most private monies are intangible and computerized.
Therefore, issues are now the nature of the entity who should control the entries, and whether
diﬀerent types of computerized systems should be used. But the question of competition still
remains.
One might also wonder whether electronic means of payment will replace cash or compete
with it in the near future. Among others, Drehman et. al. (2002) claim that the obsolete
features of cash will actually keep it alive, despite the technological advances used by other
means of payment. Because cash is not easily traceable, agents might prefer to use it in order
to remain anonymous in their undertaking of some not-so-legal activities.
Indeed, one main diﬀerence between now and then is the speed at which information circulates. The higher speed of information dissemination implies that mistakes or misbehavior
are recorded by all agents more quickly. Hence coordinated punitive actions can be taken
sooner. In turn this lowers the incentives for misbehavior.
Despite the preference that might have for cash, it seems diﬃcult to dispute the fact that
new payment technologies are potential competitors of government money. For instance,
Kroszner (2000) claims that advances made in the payments technologies have already
eroded the government monopoly on the issuance of money. He attributes the relative long
periods of price stability observed in many countries partially to the presence of competition
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from private payment media, and partially to international currency competition. Agents
being better informed about the stability of other currencies can easily switch from one to
the other. Furthermore, the cost of reshuﬄing a currency portfolio has been tremendously
reduced by technological advances. He concludes that Hayek’s vision that competition by
private money issuers may discipline government has, at least to some degree, come true.
However, faster information dissemination does not mean the disappearance of information
asymmetries. While information might circulate rapidly, it might well be more diﬃcult to
gather. This is even more so given the increasing complexity of the ﬁnancial world.
Today, payments made with electronic money are usually accompanied by a movement in
the users’ bank accounts and therefore, also by central bank reserves. Indeed, the European
Central Bank and Eurosystem’s policy on electronic money is that issuers of electronic money
must be legally obliged to redeem it at par value (Monthly Bulletin November 2000, p. 57).
However, in the absence of such requirements, it may become the case that receivers of
electronic money may not redeem its monetary value on their bank accounts, but instead
use it to make new payments. Payments would then be conducted without regular recourse
to central bank money. In this case, the link between economic activity and the amount
of central bank money would become much weaker. Friedman (1999) predicts that this
trend can lead to a complete erosion of the demand for central bank money. However, his
conclusions that the central bank’s ability to conduct monetary policy will vanish is disputed
by several authors, such as Freedman (2000) and Woodford (2000).
In particular, despite all predictions, a widespread use of electronic money has not (yet)
taken place. The analysis of section 2.2.1 provides an explanation for this: network externalities seem to be so strong that the technology is eﬀectively prevented from taking-oﬀ. As
long as the number of users is small, it is not worth to undertake the investments necessary
to enable customer payments to be made in electronic money. Still, some exogenous shock
may trigger the switch to another equilibrium in which electronic money is both widely used
and accepted.
In this discussion, we have focussed on the eﬀects of competitive electronic devices in
retail payments. However, the demand for central bank money is not only aﬀected by the
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demand for cash, but also, and perhaps more importantly, by banks’ demand for central bank
reserves. We will turn to this question in the following.

5.3

Large value payment and settlement systems

Freeman (1996a) exposed the importance of a well functioning payment system for the economy in an environment where debt is settled using ﬁat money. It is the very fact that debt is
settled using ﬁat money that creates ineﬃciencies. The environment is an overlapping generation model that involves both creditors and debtors that are risk averse. Preferences and
endowments are such that debtors have to issue debt in order to consume creditors’ goods.
Debts can only be redeemed with ﬁat currency at a central clearing area. However, agents are
displaced in such a way that an amount of debt has to be sold before it is settled. Because
Freeman allows for the possibility of a liquidity shortage, the debt can be sold at a discount
rather than at par thus generating a market ineﬃciency. Indeed, taking the likelihood of
a liquidity shortage into consideration, risk averse creditors will not ﬁnd debt as attractive
as ﬁat money. They then reduce the quantity of good sold for each unit of debt. Debtors
are then worse oﬀ while the likelihood of a liquidity shortage reduces the expected payoﬀ of
creditors. Freeman considers central bank discount window policy to buy debt at par as a
remedy for the shortage of liquidity. Alternatively, Freeman (1996b) proposes private money
as means to settle debt and circumvent a liquidity shortage. He shows then that regulations
are needed in order to prevent bank-note over-issue. Despite the limitations of Freeman’s
approach already mentioned in Section 4, this last conclusion is interesting in the light of the
recent developments we will cover here.

In the area of interbank payments, both private and public payment media are used widely.
This includes settlement systems related to the transfer of securities as well as foreign exchange transactions. Public large-value payments systems settle in the books of a central
bank, and also a few private systems provide settlement in central bank money. Private bank
money, on the other hand, is often used in international settlement systems. Even though the
turnover in these interbank payment systems is very large, and they constitute an important
part of the payments infrastructure, the role of central bank and private money in this ﬁeld
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has only recently been explored in the literature.

Kahn and Roberds (2002) argue that one speciﬁty of public, i.e. central bank provided
settlement systems is that central banks have a strong interest and responsibility in maintaining ﬁnancial stability. As such, they cannot commit not to provide liquidity to system
participants in times of distress, even if no suﬃcient good collateral is available to cover the
central bank’s credit exposure. Because of this ”credit insurance” extended by the central
bank, collateral postings by participants are lower (or of lower quality) than they would have
been in a private system, thus enhancing eﬃciency. On the other hand, an advantage of private systems is that they provide eﬃciency gains from private monitoring of counterparties.
The article also investigates the hierarchical structure that is typical in payments systems
whereby only some banks are able to settle their transactions directly, while others have to
settle through a settlement agent. It is eﬃcient that riskier agents, the argument goes, are
monitored by more reliable agents who act as their settlement banks. This again economizes
on the need for collateral.25

A diﬀerent view is taken in Freixas et al. (2002) who consider systemic consequences
of a settlement bank failure in the context of securities settlement. The paper argues that
settlement of securities transactions often requires participants to pre-deposit funds at the
settlement bank, on whose accounts the cash-leg of the transaction will be settled26 . So, if the
settlement takes place at the central bank (which is the case in domestic settlement systems),
payments are done in central bank money. However, some important international settlement
systems currently settle in the accounts of private settlement banks. If the settlement bank
undertakes any risky activities such as investments in risky or illiquid assets, its failure is a
possibility. This creates credit and liquidity risk for the participants. Moreover, by its nature
the settlement bank has obligations towards many participants at the same time. Thus,
settlement in the money of a private settlement bank not only involves credit risk, but the
consequences of its failure might easily be systemic. One possibility to eliminate credit risk
25

This argument could also be expanded to explain why at the retail level mostly commercial bank money
is used, while central bank money is more common in large value systems (”pyramid structure”).
26
Alternatively, settlement occurs on the basis of credit from the settlement bank.
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of the settlement bank is obviously a strict regulation and close monitoring of its activities.
Freixas et al. argue that in order to limit the systemic exposure of the ﬁnancial system, a
combination of collateral requirements and debit caps on participants’ exposures would be
optimal. Still, such a regulation might be diﬃcult to enforce.27
The settlement of foreign exchange transactions operates in a very similar way to the
one of securities. Of course, diﬀerent currencies are involved in the transaction, consequently
settlement in public money is more complex than in the cases discussed above, and private
settlement arrangements may evolve more naturally. Indeed, the only settlement system
for multicurrency transactions operating on a large scale is the CLS (Continuous Linked
Settlement) system which started operating in 2002. Kahn and Roberds (2001) describe
and evaluate the operational structure of CLS. The system requires that participants make
”pay-ins” in certain currencies (that is, in central bank money) in the beginning, but only
receive ”pay-outs” later in the settlement day. During this time, all settlement takes place
in private money. Therefore, participants are in principle vulnerable to the failure of the
CLS Bank, just as in the case of securities settlement. However, CLS Bank is designed to
be a single-purpose bank that does not engage in any activities involving credit risk. All
obligations of CLS Bank towards participants should therefore always be backed by liquid
assets. Kahn and Roberds acknowledge that indeed, CLS basically eliminates credit risk
in foreign exchange transactions. However, the authors point out that via CLS, ﬁnancial
contagion can spread across currencies. They also discuss possible co-ordination failures in
cases where more than two trading parties are involved, which imply a rationale for central
bank intervention. In particular the introduction of CLS might have swapped credit risk
for liquidity risk. But overall, they conclude that CLS is able to signiﬁcantly reduce risk in
foreign exchange markets.
To summarize, in the area of large value payments, central bank money and private money
exist side-by-side. Strong network externalities give rise to a tendency for concentration of the
settlement industry. The high potential for systemic risk that arises from a very concentrated
structure creates concerns about the unrestricted use of private settlement media. Thus, even
27

More generally, risk mitigation measures such as those suggested in the new Basel Capital Accord (BIS,
2001) could be employed. These include taking collateral and obtaining credit derivatives and guarantees.
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though the use of private monies is eﬃcient in large value payments, there is a need to regulate
the settlement business in order to limit systemic risk.

5.4

Ensuring competition

If the provision of a means of payment is an activity which is characterized by economies of
scale, then the central bank has a role to play in order to ensure competition. Concerning
retail payments, it is clear that economies of scale are present: The costs of ensuring that
economic agents use a means of payment are certainly considerable. However, once it is
valued, producing a single unit of it is generally rather cheap. The same is true for large
value payment systems: once in place, it does not cost much to allow a new party to become
member of the system.
However, patents on new technology in electronic payment devices have the potential to
make a market non-contestable. That is, if the cost of entry - for instance due to necessary investments in research and development - is high enough to deter any new entrants,
monopoly behavior will prevail. As highlighted in our short overview of the literature on
natural monopoly, a market that has a single producer can still be contestable if the cost of
entry is low enough or if a ﬁrm is ready to enter and propose a service at a competitive price,
thus forcing the present producer to maintain prices at marginal cost.
Hence, it is important that the central banks support measures that will render markets
contestable. This has been recently advocated by Green and Todd (2001) for the speciﬁc
case of the Federal Reserve Bank:
The Federal Reserve’s policy on its role in the payments system should explicitly
recognize promotion of contestable payment markets as a key tactic in the Fed’s
pursuits of its payments system goal. At the same time, pursuit of electronic
payment technologies should be considered primarily as a means for promoting
contestability, rather than as an end in itself or as a direct means of pursuing the
Fed’s goal. [p.19, italic in the text]
Payment and settlement systems are very costly to set up under present technological
conditions. Therefore, markets for these systems exhibit large scale economies, and the con-
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testability issue may be and certainly was problematic. There is some basis for the argument
that central banks should stand ready to provide some type of ﬁnancial services that are
potentially subject to a monopoly at a marginal cost pricing policy.

6

Conclusion

Competition is generally seen as the best mechanism to achieve an eﬃcient allocation of
resources. Concerning the provision of means of payment and settlement services, however,
in this survey we highlighted elements suggesting that unsupervised competition could be
detrimental to eﬃciency or stability. On the one hand, network externalities and economies
of scale could lead to a monopoly situation with the associated eﬃciency losses. On the other
hand, asymmetric information could be detrimental to the value of privately supplied means
of payment, thereby increasing the instability of the whole payment system.
A brief overview of the free banking episodes in Scotland and the United States illustrated
the beneﬁts of a system allowing competition. At the same time, the experiences point toward
moral hazard problems. In particular, the lack of portfolio monitoring can explain why some
free banks failed. Furthermore, some examples of monopolistic behavior are recorded.
Finally, the literature on competition among currencies as it is prevailing today was reviewed. Competition is taking place among international currencies but there are still no
models predicting a clear outcome from such a competition. Similarly, there is no consensus
on the impact of new retail payment media such as electronic money on economic eﬃciency
and stability. In the area of large value payments, it was argued that economies of scale foster
concentration, thus augmenting the risk of a systemic event. This creates concerns about the
unrestricted use of private settlement media.
In short, the money industry seems to be characterized by network externalities. In
the presence of such externalities, unregulated competition would lead to a high market
concentration. This could make the market vulnerable to monopolistic behavior and systemic
risk. Competition, or competition-like behavior can be guaranteed if a market is contestable.
By actively participating in the settlement industry, and by supplying a means of payment,
the central bank can contribute to the contestability of a market.
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This participation of the central bank alone, however, does not eliminate systemic risk. In
order to reduce the likelihood of a systemic event, and to limit the ﬁnancial system’s exposure
to the failure of a market participant, supervision and regulation of large ﬁnancial institutions
and payment systems is needed.
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(XURSHDQ&HQWUDO%DQNZRUNLQJSDSHUVHULHV
)RUDFRPSOHWHOLVWRI:RUNLQJ3DSHUVSXEOLVKHGE\WKH(&%SOHDVHYLVLWWKH(&%·VZHEVLWH
KWWSZZZHFELQW 
 ´$JJUHJDWHORDQVWRWKHHXURDUHDSULYDWHVHFWRUµE\$&DO]D00DQULTXHDQG-6RXVD
-DQXDU\
 ´0\RSLFORVVDYHUVLRQGLVDSSRLQWPHQWDYHUVLRQDQGWKHHTXLW\SUHPLXPSX]]OHµE\
')LHOGLQJDQG/6WUDFFD-DQXDU\
 ´$V\PPHWULFG\QDPLFVLQWKHFRUUHODWLRQVRIJOREDOHTXLW\DQGERQGUHWXUQVµE\
/&DSSLHOOR5)(QJOHDQG.6KHSSDUG-DQXDU\
 ´5HDOH[FKDQJHUDWHLQDQLQWHUWHPSRUDOQFRXQWU\PRGHOZLWKLQFRPSOHWHPDUNHWVµE\
%0HUFHUHDX-DQXDU\
 ´(PSLULFDOHVWLPDWHVRIUHDFWLRQIXQFWLRQVIRUWKHHXURDUHDµE\'*HUGHVPHLHUDQG
%5RIILD-DQXDU\
 ´$FRPSUHKHQVLYHPRGHORQWKHHXURRYHUQLJKWUDWHµE\)5:UW]-DQXDU\
 ´'RGHPRJUDSKLFFKDQJHVDIIHFWULVNSUHPLXPV"(YLGHQFHIURPLQWHUQDWLRQDOGDWDµE\
$$QJDQG$0DGGDORQL-DQXDU\
 ´$IUDPHZRUNIRUFROODWHUDOULVNFRQWUROGHWHUPLQDWLRQµE\'&RVVLQ=+XDQJ
'$XQRQ1HULQDQG)*RQ]iOH]-DQXDU\
 ´$QWLFLSDWHG5DPVH\UHIRUPVDQGWKHXQLIRUPWD[DWLRQSULQFLSOHWKHUROHRILQWHUQDWLRQDO
ILQDQFLDOPDUNHWVµE\66FKPLWW*URKpDQG08ULEH-DQXDU\
 ´6HOIFRQWURODQGVDYLQJVµE\30LFKHODQG-39LGDO-DQXDU\
 ´0RGHOOLQJWKHLPSOLHGSUREDELOLW\RIVWRFNPDUNHWPRYHPHQWVµE\(*ODW]HUDQG
06FKHLFKHU-DQXDU\
 ´$JJUHJDWLRQDQGHXURDUHD3KLOOLSVFXUYHVµE\6)DELDQLDQG-0RUJDQ)HEUXDU\
 ´2QWKHVHOHFWLRQRIIRUHFDVWLQJPRGHOVµE\$,QRXHDQG/.LOLDQ)HEUXDU\
 ´%XGJHWLQVWLWXWLRQVDQGILVFDOSHUIRUPDQFHLQ&HQWUDODQG(DVWHUQ(XURSHDQFRXQWULHVµE\
+*OHLFK)HEUXDU\
 ´7KHDGPLVVLRQRIDFFHVVLRQFRXQWULHVWRDQHQODUJHGPRQHWDU\XQLRQDWHQWDWLYH
DVVHVVPHQWµE\0&D·=RU]LDQG5$'H6DQWLV)HEUXDU\
 ´7KHUROHRISURGXFWPDUNHWUHJXODWLRQVLQWKHSURFHVVRIVWUXFWXUDOFKDQJHµE\-0HVVLQD
0DUFK
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 ´7KH]HURLQWHUHVWUDWHERXQGDQGWKHUROHRIWKHH[FKDQJHUDWHIRUPRQHWDU\SROLF\LQ
-DSDQµE\*&RHQHQDQG9:LHODQG0DUFK
 ´([WUDHXURDUHDPDQXIDFWXULQJLPSRUWSULFHVDQGH[FKDQJHUDWHSDVVWKURXJKµE\
%$QGHUWRQ0DUFK
 ´7KHDOORFDWLRQRIFRPSHWHQFLHVLQDQLQWHUQDWLRQDOXQLRQDSRVLWLYHDQDO\VLVµE\05XWD
$SULO
 ´(VWLPDWLQJULVNSUHPLDLQPRQH\PDUNHWUDWHVµE\$'XUUp6(YMHQDQG53LOHJDDUG
$SULO
 ´,QIODWLRQG\QDPLFVDQGVXEMHFWLYHH[SHFWDWLRQVLQWKH8QLWHG6WDWHVµE\.$GDPDQG
03DGXOD$SULO
 ´2SWLPDOPRQHWDU\SROLF\ZLWKLPSHUIHFWFRPPRQNQRZOHGJHµE\.$GDP$SULO
 ´7KHULVHRIWKH\HQYLVjYLVWKH ´V\QWKHWLFµ HXURLVLWVXSSRUWHGE\HFRQRPLF
IXQGDPHQWDOV"µE\&2VEDW55IIHUDQG%6FKQDW]$SULO
 ´3URGXFWLYLW\DQGWKH ´V\QWKHWLFµ HXURGROODUH[FKDQJHUDWHµE\&2VEDW)9LMVHODDUDQG
%6FKQDW]$SULO
 ´7KHFHQWUDOEDQNHUDVDULVNPDQDJHUTXDQWLI\LQJDQGIRUHFDVWLQJLQIODWLRQULVNVµE\
/.LOLDQDQG60DQJDQHOOL$SULO
 ´0RQHWDU\SROLF\LQDORZSDVVWKURXJKHQYLURQPHQWµE\70RQDFHOOL$SULO
 ´0RQHWDU\SROLF\VKRFNV²DQRQIXQGDPHQWDOORRNDWWKHGDWDµE\0.ODHIILQJ0D\
 ´+RZGRHVWKH(&%WDUJHWLQIODWLRQ"µE\36XULFR0D\
 ´7KHHXURDUHDILQDQFLDOV\VWHPVWUXFWXUHLQWHJUDWLRQDQGSROLF\LQLWLDWLYHVµE\
3+DUWPDQQ$0DGGDORQLDQG60DQJDQHOOL0D\
 ´3ULFHVWDELOLW\DQGPRQHWDU\SROLF\HIIHFWLYHQHVVZKHQQRPLQDOLQWHUHVWUDWHVDUHERXQGHG
DW]HURµE\*&RHQHQ$2USKDQLGHVDQG9:LHODQG0D\
 ´'HVFULELQJWKH)HG·VFRQGXFWZLWK7D\ORUUXOHVLVLQWHUHVWUDWHVPRRWKLQJLPSRUWDQW"µE\
(&DVWHOQXRYR0D\
 ´7KHQDWXUDOUHDOUDWHRILQWHUHVWLQWKHHXURDUHDµE\1*LDPPDULROLDQG19DOOD
0D\
 ´8QHPSOR\PHQWK\VWHUHVLVDQGWUDQVLWLRQµE\0/HyQ/HGHVPDDQG30F$GDP
0D\
 ´9RODWLOLW\RILQWHUHVWUDWHVLQWKHHXURDUHDHYLGHQFHIURPKLJKIUHTXHQF\GDWDµE\
1&DVVRODDQG&0RUDQD-XQH
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 ´6ZLVVPRQHWDU\WDUJHWLQJWKHUROHRILQWHUQDOSROLF\DQDO\VLVµE\*5LFK-XQH

 ´*URZWKH[SHFWDWLRQVFDSLWDOIORZVDQGLQWHUQDWLRQDOULVNVKDULQJµE\2&DVWUpQ00LOOHU
DQG56WLHJHUW-XQH
 ´7KHLPSDFWRIPRQHWDU\XQLRQRQWUDGHSULFHVµE\5$QGHUWRQ5(%DOGZLQDQG
'7DJOLRQL-XQH
 ´7HPSRUDU\VKRFNVDQGXQDYRLGDEOHWUDQVLWLRQVWRDKLJKXQHPSOR\PHQWUHJLPHµE\
:-'HQKDDQ-XQH
 ´0RQHWDU\SROLF\WUDQVPLVVLRQLQWKHHXURDUHDDQ\FKDQJHVDIWHU(08"µE\,$QJHORQLDQG
0(KUPDQQ-XO\
 0DLQWDLQLQJSULFHVWDELOLW\XQGHUIUHHIORDWLQJDIHDUOHVVZD\RXWRIWKHFRUQHU"µE\
&'HWNHQDQG9*DVSDU-XO\
 ´3XEOLFVHFWRUHIILFLHQF\DQLQWHUQDWLRQDOFRPSDULVRQµE\$$IRQVR/6FKXNQHFKWDQG
97DQ]L-XO\
 ´3DVVWKURXJKRIH[WHUQDOVKRFNVWRHXURDUHDLQIODWLRQµE\(+DKQ-XO\
 ´+RZGRHVWKH(&%DOORWOLTXLGLW\LQLWVZHHNO\PDLQUHILQDQFLQJRSHUDWLRQV"$ORRNDWWKH
HPSLULFDOHYLGHQFHµE\6(MHUVNRY&0DUWLQ0RVVDQG/6WUDFFD-XO\
 ´0RQH\DQGSD\PHQWVDPRGHUQSHUVSHFWLYHµE\&+ROWKDXVHQDQG&0RQQHW-XO\
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